ECG-synchronized thoracic vest inflation during autonomic blockade, myocardial ischemia, or cardiac arrest.
To evaluate, in the absence of lung inflation, the cardiovascular effects of single and repetitive pleural pressure increments induced by thoracic vest inflations and timed to occur during specific portions of the cardiac cycle, seven chronically instrumented dogs were studied. Reflexes and left ventricular (LV) performance were varied by autonomic blockade, circumflex coronary occlusion (with and without beta-blockade), or cardiac arrest. Single late systolic, but not early systolic, vest inflations significantly increased LV stroke volume both before (+12.4%) and after myocardial depression by coronary occlusion+beta-blockade (+18.5%) when performed after a period of apnea to control preload and rate. During vest inflations, LV and aortic pressures increased to a greater degree than esophageal pressure (by 51 vs. 39 mmHg, P = 0.0001). Lung inflations (26 trials in 3 dogs) during early or late systole failed to increase stroke volume, despite peak esophageal pressures of 11-26 mmHg. With autonomic reflexes intact, repetitive vest inflations coupled to early systole, late systole, or diastole induced a large (40%) but unspecific systemic flow increase. In contrast, during autonomic blockade, flow increased slightly (7.5%, P < 0.05) with late systolic compared with diastolic inflations but not relative to baseline. During coronary occlusion (with or without beta-blockade), no cycle-specific differences were seen, whereas matched vest inflations during cardiac arrest generated 20-30% of normal systemic flow. Thus only single late systolic thoracic vest inflations associated with large increments in pleural pressure increased LV emptying, presumably by decreasing LV afterload and/or focal cardiac compression. However, during myocardial ischemia and depression, coupling of vest inflation to specific parts of the cardiac cycle revealed no hemodynamic improvement, suggesting that benefits of this circulatory assist method, if any, are minor and may be restricted to conditions of cardiac arrest.